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this stunning kitchen renovation was completed by attard’s kitchens & cabinetry. the ‘calacatta select’ marble benchtops 
create an elegant aesthetic, and contrast beautifully with the hand-painted silk-finish base of the island bench. 

the separated bar area features overhead glass-front display cabinets and spacious cupboards below a sizeable 
bench. a stainless steel clear-front wine fridge is located next to the bar area for convenience.

the stainless steel double oven and large fridge convert the space into the perfect cooking and entertaining area. 
concealed häfele pull-out drawers were skilfully installed on either side of the ovens to ensure cooking essentials 
are within easy reach.
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the main bathroom features a decadent freestanding bath, which is positioned at the back of the light-brown tiled 
space. the beautiful Dulux ‘raku’ cabinetry contrasts with the Quantum Quartz benchtop for exceptional visual appeal. 

the narrow benchtop features a double basin, which allows for ample space for two people to occupy the bathroom 
simultaneously. the large mirror splashback reflects the beauty of the entire space and adds light to the surrounding 
dark cabinetry.

the laundry, powder room and alfresco area were also renovated by attard’s kitchens & cabinetry, which allowed the 
home to flow cohesively throughout. the entertaining space of the kitchen extends seamlessly into the lovely alfresco 
area. the laundry exudes a coastal appeal with Dulux ‘beige royal’ selected for the spacious V-groove cabinetry.
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Like the main bathroom, the other three bathrooms feature a cohesive colour scheme and individual flourishes to 
reflect the personality of the clients. two of them were designed for the client’s children, with both spaces customised 
to their colour preferences. 

in the lighter-coloured children’s bathroom, a smartstone ‘blanco Piedra’ benchtop ties in beautifully with Dulux 
‘Fair bianca’ doors. the entire space appears luminous, with the pale hues reflected in the mirror-laminate kickbase.

a caesarstone ‘Wild rice’ benchtop was added to the darker-coloured bathroom, which features Dulux ‘hog bristle’ 
vanity doors. the different finishes come together to create a warm and welcoming appearance. 
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attard’s kitchens & cabinetry won kitchen of the Year (national) at the housing industry association (hia) awards in 
2012, and has been a frequent finalist in the hia kitchen & bathroom awards and the hills building Design awards 
(hbDa) since 2008. 

With attard’s kitchens & cabinetry, clients are only limited by their own imagination, and the experienced designers 
will create a finished product that reflects the personality of the homeowners, while blending seamlessly with the rest 
of the home. the company forms strong, long-term relationships with clients, and a team member will be available 
every step of the way to answer any questions that may arise.

attard’s kitchens & cabinetry strives to deliver practical and affordable projects that look modern and beautiful, 
and integrate functional features. Whether you’re planning an office renovation, a dream kitchen construction, or 
the installation of other joinery throughout the home, attard’s kitchens & cabinetry is able to cater to every client’s 
individual needs.

contact
Attard’s Kitchens & Cabinetry
7 bonz Place
seven hills
tel: (02) 9838 8608
email: alison@attards.com.au
Website: www.attards.com.au

showroom by appointment


